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Description

The proven design of the Alphacool Laing top meets the future: Extreme highflow with 3/8� connection
threads

This top replaces the black standard cover of the  Laing DDC-1T and  Laing DDC-1Plus pumps and adds many
additional and very useful features. One of the most important is the use of 3/8� threads which makes you
independent of the barbs on the original cover. The use of 3/8� threads, which have a much larger inner
diameter than the common 1/4� threads on Laing covers, also makes this cover the ultimate choice for
highflow applications.
Rebuilding of the pump to use this cover is easy: Simply remove the 4 screws at the bottom of the pump and
lift off the original cover. Then insert the 4 included screws instead of the original ones and put the cover on
top of the pump. Simply tighten the screws and you are set to go!
To ensure a safe seal of the cover simply leave the original O-ring gasket in its place during installation.

Optionally this cover also offers the possibility for decoupled installation of the pump in a 3,5� drive bay. For
use of this feature only one of our decoupling kits (Prod..No.: 13701) is required to allow quick, compact and
decoupled installation of the pump.

This cover is also the basis for installation of a reservoir on this pump. The optional reservoir, available at the
product number 13905, can simply be screwed onto the cover and the coling loop comes to life!

Specifications

Technical specifications:

Dimensions (LxWxH): 80 x 80 x 20 
Material: Röhm Plexiglas GS
Connection thread size: 2x 3/8�
Side mounting threads: 4x M4  

Extent of delivery:  

1x Plexi top HF 38 
4x Stainless steel screw M4x25mm 
1x Screw plug G3/8� 
1x Allen key 2.5mm

Note regarding mounting: After mounting a small gap remains between pump and top. The fit is tight as the O-ring ensures a safe
seal. Hence do not over-tighten the screws, as it may result in damages to the top.
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-13986-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Clear

Pump Type DDC

Material Acrylic

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197139861

Special Price $9.95


